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CITY OF GOLFftX POSTOFFICE

Corporation Organized and Plats Out YOUNG
FROM
í

Vermeio.2,000 Lots fó íafcf
i 100 Forty-AcrTracts of ;3
Lands on the Market
r
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BOYS . TAKE MONEY MRS. P. S. KEOGH WILL CON
CASH DRAWER
STRUCT A TEN 'APARTMENT
OF
POST, OFFICE.
FLAT OF FOUR ROOMS,.
DAWSON
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STEAM., HEAT.
FOUR IMPLICATED.
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lieve that this will be true is evi- denced by ..the ,way .Colfax county
land is being snapped' tnj "Oil" evefy
hand. To ' meet this demand, ihe
New Mexico, Land' Sales Co. has de
cided to put one hundred forty acre
tracts of land in and about the new
town of, Colfax on; sale at once.,. No
one will. 'be restricted, to, one fórty
or two forties, but it is thought, that
by,, giving he land the legal subdi
visions which 1 the government itisc,
the sale of lands will be greatly fa
cilitated, and .the small farmer wilj
also be given a chance to get in on
the ground floor with the big man.
As soon as the first' hundred forty
acre tracts are sold another hundred
will be placed on the market, then
another hundred and still another,
until a tract of over forty thousand
acres will eventually be disposed of.
The Citizen has not been inform
ed as to what price the land will be
held at, ' but is certain that it will
be placed on the market at a very
reasonable figure, which will very in
the same ratio as the quality and
location of the land changes.
-

.

Big Thing for Cimarron.
The opening up of Colfax and the
placing of this land on the market
will be a great thing for Cimarron,
because we are in the center of what
will one day be a new county, and
the county seat will be here at Cimarron. Colfax is less than seventeen
miles from us and much of the land
that is to be placed, oti the, market
Ve
is as near us as it is to Colfax.
will naturally draw trade to a great
extent from the farmers around Col
fax, and because of our greater natural resources, we will always be
able to furnish Colfax with materials and goods of all sorts. Everything that helps Colfax and Colfax
county is bound to come to the aid
of Cimarron also.- Bring .on some
more new towns.

timé there has
Mrs.'P. S. Keogh of Salt Lak
been a series of small thefts of cash Utah, was; in Cimarron last week and
from the money drawer, at Dawson. purchased; two lots upon which she
All efforts to apprehetid the thieves will erect a modern flat building.
had failed, and 'the- mystery ' grew Mrs. iKoegh is a sister-in-law
of W.
deeper. Inspector Haines, at last S. McCormick of Salt Lake, one of
concealed himself in the office at the best' known 'bankers in Utah, and
noontime,, and f aught a young boy the wife pf Salt Lake's best known
in this act of opening up one of ths physicians, th owner of the Keogh-WrigHospital in that city. ' The
mail .boxes, reaching through and abwhich ' Mrs.
building
stracting money from the drawer be- apartment
low. When charged with the theft, Keogh is panning to erect in Cimar
the laóV who was only about fourteen ron will be a two story structure of
years old, confessed and Implicated very jileasing design. It will be heatthree other boys in the serious crime. ed by steam, fitted out with hot and
Because qf;he extreme youth of the cold baths throughout, and each
prisoners, it is thought that great apartVnent will have a suite of four
leniencv will be shown.
rooms.,; There will be ten apartments
,in all, making a total of forty rooms
EVANGELIST QUITS;
The big structure
in the building.
NICKEL THEATERS
will practically cover both of lots 15
KILL HIS MISSION nnd 16 of Block 44. This will fill a
Wabosh, Ind., March 10. Evangel- long felt need in Cimarron, and the
ist J. N. Reynolds opened a city mis- Citizen wishes tor Mrs. Keogh all the
sion in a big business room down returns her enterprise merits.
Today he
town two months ago.
closed it saying, "I cannot compete
OFF BROOKLYN BRIDGE.
with 5 cent theaters which draw the
Ne York, March 10. An unknown
very men I hoped to aid by my city man committed suicide this morning
mission, which was to be open day by leaping from
Brooklyn bridge.
and night."
The body was not recovered.
some little

CIMARRON WILL HAVE NEW
DANCE HALL ÁND SKATINK
'
RINK
WITHIN A SHORT
TIME.
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BUYS WILSON SHOP

Norman Wilkins Buys Out J. 8. Wilson.
Transfer Made Satiirday.-W- ill
Run Blacksmith Business
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Guiseppa Alia, Slayer of Father Leo
H of j
Faces the Bar of Justice
A
the Jurymen Favor; Cap- -

tal Punishment I rVi.;;
1

Denver, March 10. Late this afternoon a jury was secured to try
the Italian, who assassinated Father Leo Hendricks. All of
the jurymen are favorable to capital
punishment and none are Catholics.

Denver, Colo., March 9. Pushed
through a sullen, angry crowd, which
did not hesitate to show its hate of
the assassin, Guiseppe Alia was this
morning taken from the county jail
to the West Side courtroom, where
he was placed on trial for his life,
charged with the murder of Father
Leo Heinrich on Feb. 23,
Whether it is the stoicism of a
man who feels that he is doomed to
death or the uncomprehending dull
ness of a stunted mind, Alia shows
no emotion. He paid no attention to
the crowd, and as he entered the
courtroom seemed "to take Utile interest in the surroundings.
Fully 200 persons were gathered
in front of the jail when the great
door swung open shortly before 10
o'clock and Alia came out, shackled

I

taken up in the Seclectioh of a jury,
and it may be fully three days before
he taking of evidence is started.'
The defense will object to the "selection of any members of the Roman Catholic church as jurors, but it
realizes that it will be practically impossible to find twelve men who:
have not heard of the crime and already formed some sort of opinions'
as to the guilt of the prisoner. There
are 100 talesmen in the panel, and
it is believed that it will be necessary to call more before a jury satisfactory to both sides can be se.
cured.
NEGRO ASKS DIVORCE,
SAYING WIFE IS WHITE

Lima, O., March 10. That the wife's white, and not black, as he alleges
she told him she was, and for the
further reason that she did r.ot bring
him $r,r.x, as he alleges she promised whc.v they were married in Lexington, Ky., five months ago, Henry
Edwards sued for divorce today.
o
between two deputies. It was a menEdwards, a negro, who is a
acing crowd that the prisoner faced,
storekeeper, alleges also that his
but there was no demonstration, al wife attacked him with a hatchet.
though there were frequent exprés-sioivof hate. Should Alia, by any MEXICAN WAR FLAG FOUND
chance, escape the full penalty of his
crime it might be a different story
Pacific' GrovC, Cal., March lor
were he to return through a similar News has been received from Honogathering.
lulu of a notable Californian relic.
Sheriff Nisbet had taken precatv It is the identical American flag first
tiorts to avert
Monterey's ' custom
hoisted- over
Fifteen of his men in citizens' clothes house when Mexico's flag was hauled
were scattered about through the down.
people, listening and watching for
One of General Fremont's soldiers,
any signs which would indicate any John Cook, now 84 years old, who
intended attack on the prisoner.
has lived sixty years in Honolulu,
The court room was crowded to has guarded this historic flag, tothe doors when the trial started, al gether with a pistol that belonged to
though here, also, precautions had the Pathfinder.
been taken to prevent a demonstraTh flag has been identified as au
tion of any kind.
thentic by Captain Alexander Mc- The greater part of hlne trial will be Duff.

Another of the big real estaro
transfers that Cimarron has witnessed
within the past mouth look place last
Saturday when the J. S. Wilson
blacksmith shop changed hands. Mr.
NTorman Wilkins purchased the lots
and buildings belongingjo J. S. Wil
son, the entire stock, the tools and

-

all fixtures which were used in the
blacksmith shop, and will continue
the business at the old stand in the
Mr. Wilson will eter into
future.
the employ of Mr. Wilkins as foreman of the shop.
It has not been
made known what th consideration
for the rale was, .but it is thought
that the price was a good one.

team.

'

INSPECT
MEXICO

WILL TEST
M'CLELAN'S

SECURITIES

TITLE

Trinidad, Colorado, March 10.
William A. Track and Frederick A.
Singleton of New York, representing
the
Fisk & Robinson company,
passed through Trinidad yesterday
en route to Raton, N. M., where they
are going to inspect the properties
of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific. Company. ' Fisk & Robinson
is one of the large bond underwriting
firms of New York and they under
wrote some . of the bonds for. the St.
Lonis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific
company, which is constructing a
railroad Across northern New Me1
ico, building coke ovios; opening big
coal mines and prospecting, lot1 '..iron
i." This ? company . is becoming a
formidable rival of, the Cólqrado
Fuel and Iron eonrpahy and proposes
to lenter the steel business if sufficient iron ore can be secured. It is
also the plan of the Company to extend the railroad and ultimately make
it' a transcontinental line.
.Charles M. Tones. Dresident of the
N"ew England National bank, of Bos
ton, and Charles H. Newell of Providence, R. I., are accompanying the
New York parties, tt is understood

Albany, N. Y.,
March
10.
The
(
court of appeals this afternoon hand
ed down a decision reversing the or
der of the appellate division, first
department, and sustaining that of
Justice Vernon "M. David, who decided that Attorney General Jackson
had filed a sufficient bill of particulars in connection with his supplemental complaint that illegal votes
were cast for George B. McClellan
mayoralty campaign in New
York City in 1905.
' Under
the decision the ballot
boxes may bé opened and the ballots
examined iii the quo warranto proceedings brought to test McClcllan's
title to the office of mayor, in the
of William R. Hearst.
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when it was called at Cimarron.
In the mean time all of the members of the league with the exception of Cimarron and Dawson withdrew.. But the meeting was held as
per schedule, and it was decided that
the two teams should go ahead and
form an alliance between the two
cities, operating
under the rules
framed in the convention. Geo. Mur
represented' that
dock of Dawson
city.
It was decided that the two
cities would extend a cordial invitation to any of the teams that were
in the
to ahve been 'represented
v
MELVIN, EDWARDS
league,; to joinl- under . the existing
'
'
IS HEAD FROM rules
time they tjnight see "fit
) ,v
tO do SO.
The rules 'provide that no one. is
' V. ......
ItlCIVlll I.MT.OIM.P,
f
ron last, wey $vithout telling his eligible to either teifm,' uptil Jie has
parents wnere ne was gomg,; nas Deen been a resident and on' the payroll of
heard from; A leUer Va. received any one etfhev cities ' represented
from the young toy stating that he for. a period of thirty' days prior to
was in Dawson,, and it is likely that the first game, which will be held at
he' has obtained work in our sister Dawson, Sunday, April 5th. Nortean
"''A
city.
any man play in any subsequent
game unless he has been on the payAGED RESIDENT DIES
roll for, a period of sixty day prior
to his first game. This will make it
impossible for any one team to hir
Trinidad, , Colorado, March 10.
I Mrs. Josefita Davis. vife of Cosme professional ball players, unless they
Davis, died Sunday, nigljt at the fam- do so with great expense, but at the
ily home at! ApHhaa.' 'Funeral, servi- same, time all ows the cities' In the
ces will t Jield to day t ApisUpa. leagijic to borrw own from mjr other

TRIAL

well-to-d-

lf

Martin S. Bigsbee has leased from
Grubbes& Fulton the three lots on
the corner of Lincoln avenue and nth
street, and will begin the construction of a dance hall and skating rink
thereon withn a very short time. The
plans, for the new hall are already
drawn up and are in the hands oi
the contractor awaiting for an estimate. The plans call for an estimate. The plans call for a building
50x60 feet, to be constructed of
iron, lathed and plastered inside. At one end of the hall a stage
will be built, which will be of ample
quite a troupe
size to
it
for any sort of entertainments,
is thought that this hall will make
a very good place to hold public
meetings'" of every' sort! and the
acoustic properties are being well
looked into.
j '.'. ' -

OH
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be EXAMINE INTO
Most cordial relations
CONDITIONS.
tween Cimarron and Dawson have
been established, and the watchword
in the future is to be "Dawson and
Messrs. T. A. Schomberg and W.
'
Cimarron."
H. Delicker of the Continental Tic
&' Lumber Co., spent a few days in
SKIFF OVERTURNS AND
Mr. SchomberCimarron on business.
CIMARRON
AND
DAWSON
a trip over the line of the
THREE WOMEN DROWN g-took
ALLIANCE.
BASE
MAKE
Greenville, 'S..C, March to. While C'tnarron & Northwestern and examboating on the Appalacholee mill ined into the present stau'tus 'of the
BALL LEAGUE
FORMED
pond near Greers today a skiff car- company's interests in the timber
FIRST GAME APRIL 5.
rying ten persons capsized and three regions in the Ponil, Dean and Met-cayounw women were, doomed.
There
canons, with a view of ascertainTwo- weeks ago last Sunday'base were but two men in the party and it ing if possible what could be ,done
ball delegates from Cimarron, Daw- was only through their efforts that to better the present conditions, and
son, Raton, Koehler and VanHou-te- n the other five omen were rescued.
get the saw mills all running.
met at Dawson for the purpose
of forming a baseball league for the
coming season. Rules governing the TO
league were framed, and the metting
was adjourned to last Saturday,
NEW

WILL HAVE
BASEBALL
LEAGUE ON
DANCE HALL

Ml

.

:
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One of; the largest enterprises thV
has been undertaken in Colfax county for some time, has been developed
wunin tne past monin oy wnai is
known as the New Mexico Land
Sales Co., which is now in the pro
cess of being incorporated.
This
company !has gained control of. a
large trat of land in and about
Vermejo, about sixteen miles east of
Cimarron', on the Si. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific railroad, and 'has
already surveyed and staked out two
thousand town lots at Vermejo Junc
tion.. The new town, which by the
way is the only town in the county,
other than Raton, .reached by. two
railroads, will be known as "Colfax."
ü'he lots, qs laid out, are the same
size as those in Cimarron, namely,
25 by 140 feet and the streets are of
.he same width, being 60 feet from
curb to ; curb. All of these lots,
;,ooo in number, will be placed on the
l.iarket at the price of forty dollars
and an enormous advertising scheme
r.as been inaugurated. One hundred
thousand circular letters are now
oeing prepared, giving a description
of the advantages to be gained by
utiying lots in Colfax, and living ,,in
vJolfax county, New Mexico,
and
these letters will be sent broadcast
throughout the United States and
Canada.
The fact that the new
town is situated on hnth thp Kt Paso
& Sounthcrn and on the St. Louis,
Rocky Mountain & Pacific .roads;
that it is surrounded by a great, tract
of the richest 'land in the southwest
would seem to, make it a certainty
that Colfax will be one of the best
towns of Colfax county within a very
short time. In fact with the constant influx of farmers from the middle ftates, who are continually purchasing farm lands, the new town is
bound to grow.
New Town Will Make Good.
That there is every reason to be- -
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One Thousand Farmers
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GRAND HOTEL
GUN CLUB
OPEN SOON
fo

PLANS BEING MADE
FORM
GUN CLUB CIRCUIT WOULD
HOLD SHOOTING: TOURNAMENTS.
A plan is 00 foot to form a num
ber of gun clubs throughout the
towns and cities of Colfax county,
and to arrange a regular circuit lor
It
the holding of shooting matches.
is thought that Colfav county has
enough shooting entlumasts to make
it well worth while to do this. The
idea is to form local clubs in the
towns in the county, and to have
each hold its own competitive shoots,
pick out their best members, and
then send them as a team to com
pete with the teams of the other
clubs.
These tournaments to be
held on a regular schedule and conducted under regular "Circuit" rules.
Then it is planned, to hold a grcit
central tournament at given time
and let all compete for prizes or med
als.
Messrs. C. D. Plank and J. A. Rick- er, both representing powder and
cartridge houses, have been in Cimarron working on the scheme, and
they state that the idea has taken
hold in nearly every town they have
j t ifl mpre rnan; prooanic-that-thvisiteo,
nouses will ofter some very
handsome trophies for the different
shoots.

eir

st

that they will inspect the properties
of the company in Northern New
Mexico, with the object of taking
additional bonds if the outlook comes
up to expectation.
,

THE WEATHER.
Santa Fe, March 10. Fair tonight
'
"
:
and warmer Wednesda.'

IN SUICIDE

PACT.

Chicago, March 10. Theodore En- glcbeck, ?o years of age( and his wife,
Anna, 75 years' of age, were 'found
dead in their room at the home of
their' daughter, Mrs. Anna Rostrum,
479 Racine avenue, today. Death had
been caused by asphyxiation; by illu
minating gas. The police are of the
opinion tha the couple, discouraged
by the loss of their; home by fire last
Saturday,' made a suicidal' pact.

READY FOR BUSIv
BUILDING
NESS SHORTLY.
ENTILELY REMODELED ANL,
RENOVATED.
Mr. Martin Bakovc, who recently
purchased the old Cimarron Cafe,
sometimes called the Hunter Rooming house, has a big force of men
going over the entire building, tearing out partitions, relaying floors,
building new fronts, and doing a hundred and one things necessary to
remake' the building into a first class
has already
Mr. Bokovc
hotel.
shipped in a car load of new furniture and now has most of it in place
The work of repairing has gone so
far, that a large number of the
twenty rooms, which the hotel will
have, arc now ready for use.
The carpenters are busily engapeS
in rebuilding a large dining room,
and adding to the rear of the building an up to date kitchen. The northeast corner of the present building is
being rebuilt and a bar room will be
installed therein. The bar room is
olaccd off in one corner of the build- ing, so that it may be run entirely
separate 'and distinct from- the hotel'
proper," thus making it much better
for ladies, who are guests of the hotel. While it is not posible to say
just when the hotel will be entirely
opened- the public, the work is
progressing so fast that it is likely
it will be opened next week.

WILL BE

,

SCORE OF FIREMEN

TTIIPT TN fHICAfin.
Chicago, Mar. 10. A score of firemen were injured, three perhaps fatally, by a fire early today which destroyed Applo hall, a three-stor3
Blue Island avestructure, at
nue. The cause of the, fire is op-- k
no
The total damage is estiy

256-36-

wo'

mated at

185,000.
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NEW MEXICO

CIMARRON,

BASEBALUHANGE UP

..THE..

Paper, published each
Wednesday, in the interebts oí
Cimarron, the Cimarron Valley,
Colfax County, and the Territory of Xew Mexico.

A Weekly

Cimarron Citizen!
GEO. E. REMLEY,

Editor

Price, 12.00 per year.
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.subsequent to the meeting of the
Cimarron and Dawson base ball en
thusiasts, a change in the arrange
ments has been advocated. While
the change will not effect the plans
Cimarron and Dawson have already
made, it is intended to make the
scope broader and more interesting,
f the new idea goes through, a
league will be formed, and each team
anil be' allowed' to hire .'two professional, ball, playes. Then a schedule
will be 'arranged, ; and every third
week he management, vbich will
fie. vested in a' sort of board of di
rectors, ,wtyl arrange a game with any
outside'. team' that cafes, ttf accept' a
game.' The league 'will pick its best
playérs from all the teams, elect a
captain; and put this league team up
against all comers for any purse they
'
. '
may designate.'
This arrangement will insure most
cordial relations between each and
every team and, town represented in
the league,, and at the same time afford tbe county a chance to see the
best of ball games without any one
person or organization of persons
bearing all the expense of maintaining a fast set of ball players. It is
further the plan to send the pick
team to. Albuquerque next fall and
compete for the prizes the fair management always offers.

ICifMM

'

ir

,

SIDE TALK.

CELEBRATE THE FOURTH

Owing to a mistake, the first issue
Cimarron had planned to hold a
of the Citizen appeared with only
four pages instead of six.. It is the big Fouth of July Celebration at Üte
intention of the management to issue Park this year, and most of the ar-- a
six page paper in the future, and it, rangements, for making the event
the already hearty support of Cimar- - one of the biggest and most enjoy-ro- n
and its people, which the .infant able of its kind had been perfected
paper has already received, ' is con- - It was thought that the beauty of the
turned,, there,, is every, reason to be; place, would make it an especiay
that we can keep the six page traction to all persons, and it was
feature up, and and at the same time the plan to invite the whole county
give (he public a good readable paper, to attend the affair. But Dawson
It is the intention to giv all the v bad made arrangements for holding
mammoth celebration at Dawson,
local and county news that is es- ptcially interesting to Cimarron, and md Cimarron was extended a cordial
in addition, to print each week the invitation to attend. With the
Press Telegraph received able spirit of "everything for Colfax
tbe morning of the issue. In addi- - county," Cimarron has consented to
MAY LOCATE HERE.
t ion to this, the Citizen will endeavor call it own celebration off, with the
Mr. Robert Sammon, who was a
to keep its readers posted on the gen- - express understanding that the Daw- - business visitor at Cimarron last
son Fouth will be a county event,
ral territoral news.
week, states that he is planning to
md include everyone, and with the
move his family from Sweet Water
iurther understanding that the next
CIMARRON TRADE.
to Cimarron.' Mr. Sammon has a
pear's celebration will be given by
contract to deliver 100,000 feet of
Zimarron, and that it will receive the
Tf
pim tri thp Citizen that l
lumber at the McCormick ranch, the
8UPPort f Dawson.
of the most pressing needs of Cim- - P"
lumber to be used in connection with
Our
sister city is now making the big irrigation enterprise of which
nrron is a combined effort on the
part of everyone to extend our trade rreat preparations for a glorious time Mr. George Webster is the managing
with outside cities and postoffices, n the Fourth. All kinds of enter- head.
will be
given.
Every
and to increase the volume of busi- tainments
kind
will
withrace
be
of
prizes
run,
ness to that point which Cimarron
BLEW OUT ROOF.
out number ill be offered. Fireworks
tW'serves by reason of its advantawiih the way the
saatsfied
Not
The beyond imagination will be set off. rng
geous position in this world.
was attempting 10 tear
niwnü
Speeches by our foremost men will
world is happy and we. are happily
things to pieces last Thursday, M.
placed in it just where we ate. But be heard, and, in fact, everything N. Winters did a little blowing
will be done that will add to the
let us better ourselves, and at the
pleasure of the occasion, even to stunt of his own. In excavating the
same time make others happy, by
quarters of
bringing in the spectacular "Erup. 'cellar for the . new
to
allowing them to come to Cimarron
Co., it was
i:he
Merchantile.
Crocker
Mt.
Dawtion
of
Vesuvius." When
and buy. The road between here and
decided 0, loosen the earth by blast-- ;
son
anything,
it
it
undertakes
carries
Halls Peak, Ocate and Martinez is
ing. A too heavy charge of explo
almost impassible at places, especi- through with a vim and a snap that re was put in, and the flying deb
be
equaled
in
cannot
Territory,
the
ally so on the Rayado Hill.' All the
so everyone may expect the very it:) went right through the second
towns mentioned should be, by right, and
Üoor and the roof as well. The blast
best
of good times.
tributary to Cimarron. Sort of
aused no little evcitement among
as it were. We get some of
a few passersby, although the ,damtheir trade, but not enough. Most
fjc done will not be great. :?
SCHOOL ELECTION
d
of the people in the district
go to Wagon Mound, over
forty-fiv- e
Notices of a school election to be HAVE RETURNED
miles away, and simply
FROM THE EAST
leld
the first Monday in April, have
because the roads are better. The
Springer
Mr. and Mrs. Chadles
only very bad strip is up the Rayado, fccn posted by H. H. Chandler, the
from
have
Cimarron
to
returned
j
:a"
being
issued
by
Territorial
Hill.
Less than a mile needs a
amount of work done, but this perintendent Fisher. The purpose of New York, after an evtended abMrs. Springer has been in
mile will cost some money. Why ;he election is to choose two sckool sence.
not get together, and start a move- cirectors for District No. Three. One New York for the last two months,
n
ment for an appropriation to fix up director will be elected for a term being joined there by Mrs.
of Raton. While in the
this part of the road? It will pay of two years and one will be elected
Mrs. Springer suffered from
for a term of three years. The polls
in the end. Try it and see.
a severe and painful accident. Slipwill be open from 8 a. m. to 5 p. ni.
It has been decided to hold a cau- ping on a small piece of ice, she fell
WHAT CIMARRON NEEDS.
cas of the qualified electors in the violently and injured her wrist,,
breaking one of the large bones!
In our last issue,' the benefits to school district for the purpose of
(;iving them a better opportunity t While not dangerous, the injury has
be derived from planting shade
,whom they will put before th been most painful.
trees all around the city, were set t:lect
people at the polls. The coucus will
forth, and
urged that everybe held at the school house on March
We call special attention to the adone plant a few trees at least. A
28th for the purpose of making nomi- vertisements in this week's issue of
few of the more enterprising Cim
nations. - The official notice of the the Citizen, and request our readers
arromtes have made arrangements
caucus is ,to be found elsewhere in to patronize the live business firms
to get young native trees- at a very this edition.
whose ads appear this week
nominal cost. They have stated that
anyone wishing trees could leave his
name and the number desired at the
Citizen office and the ' trees would
be furnished Mm at cost."
In connection with planting trees,
H. K. Grubbs has advanced a good Hi
idea. Mr. Grubbs recognizes the
benefits of trees, and advocates'' the 58
iv
plan of having a sort of arbor day.
His plan
inducing
contemplates
every man, woman and child
in
Cimarron to plant at least one tree
Furnace Heat Throaghoot.
Hot and Cold Baths.
and to undertake to attend to that
tree. In this manner, each tree will
be known by the name of the person
who planted it, ami no little rivalry
in attempting to grow the best tree
would arise, making the work interesting and pleasant, as well as beneficial. Can't we all get together and
adopt some sort of. plan?
Why
shouldn't we work for Cimarron in
all things, and make a beginning by
SSSSffiH.
planting trees?
at-li-
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LUMBER CO.

Lumber, Shingles and Building Material
of every description and Builders' Hardware, Sash; Doors, Fixtures, Paints,
Oils; Lime Cement. A specialty of In-,:i
Fíhisn
terior
r
a
j'
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'.

1

':

:

we tell yo that we are prepared to famish all kinds !of '''-

' When

-

v.

M

IL'

Such as Store Fronte, Office Fixtures Exterior and Interior Finish for all kinds of buijding, w don't pause
aa if to impress you that we doubted our ability to fill your order for any material in the building line. Did it ever occur to you that the CIMARRON LU MBER CO. has the best retail lumber plant
in the Southwest, and out prices are in a line with other large lumber dealers.

and grunt

While Cimarron is fortunately located in the healthiest part of the world, we are aet
here for our health. Don't mistake us. Give us a chance at your buiiness.
Keep shy
of any Concern that advertises to give you something for nothing. Our ' motto is "Tbe
Golden Bule."

Come and Let Us Know Yoor Wants

CIMARR.ÓÑ LUMBER CO.
New Mexico
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HUSBAND MAY SIGN
DEED ALONE.
The supreme court of the territory
a very important decision, which holds that a
husband can convey land and give
give good title thereto, without the
wife signing.
Provided, however,
that the land was comnfunity property, the title of which was obtained
prior to- - the act of March 20th, 1901
of the general assembly, and further
provided that such conveyance was
not nude. in fraud of the wife's ex
pectancy. This decision may , give
d
great relict to some
hut

Oxford Jyokl

FIRST CLASS CAFE CONNECTED

$ Zbé Oxford
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Hay and Grain
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o
EXCLUSIVE
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FOR CHASE
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FAMOUS TEAS AND COFFEES
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SUITS MADE TO ORDER
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FIT GUARANTEED
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AS REPRESENTED
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OUR MOTTO
"Courteous Treatment"
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"Prompt Delivery"
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LITTRELL BROS.

ALPERS
EXPRESS

CIMARRON,

COffñllY:
ami Tnlgbt Dtllp

.

CALL AND SEE US IN

NEW MEXICO
Gift NEW

STCKZ

Make Everything arid Repair
..........
,
...'..',Anything in the Harness Line

We

n4 ,' .,
HAULING
.

Livery Calls Attended To.
ft

sDac

o

Fresh Vegetables Every Friday

o

6prt

DUCKWOKtB

o

;

o

Finest Wines, Liqoors and Cigars.
RENOWNED A. B. C. BEER ON TAP

'

RETAIL

o
o

Kohl-house-

3

WHOLESALE

o

men'-tionc-

mjmcmG, Proprietors
Patronize the Citizen, and help to
boost Cimarron and Colfax county.

llaiiil. r.laidb Harness a SpiiisiálfF
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COLFAX

Town Lots fof Salé in

ea y ti if
Un equaled Climate

Efficient School System,

Purest Water

Fuel in Abundance

UnlimitedNaturar

ray

GENERAL

say

REPAIR 'SHOPS

,

OF TWO RAILROADS

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION APPLY TO

C!M0i

e

time, ataying last Saturday: M. M. Chase, M. G.
at the old Jackson ranch, her old Chase, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brooks,
G. H. Webster, Frederick Whitney, S.
home.
"Donny'' Donovan, the star first E.v Pelphrey, Juan Charette, Henry
Published Every Wednesday by
baseman of last year's champion Steen, 1). B. Cole, E. H. Fisher and
GEO. E. REMLEY.
Geo, E. Remley.
learn, is again in Cimarron.
Miss Catherine Larkin and Miss Mr. Edward E. Wells of Denver,
Caroline Parker have accepted po- Colarodo the genarl state agent for
the New York Board of Underwritsitions with the Swástica Hotel.
.'The Continental Tie & Lumber Co. ers, was' a bcusiness visitor in Cimhas received all the machinery neces- arron last Friday. Mr. Wells con
Mr. Massay of Denver, Colorado, sary for the big box factory, which ferred with Mr. . Henry Steen, who
was in Cimarron .'for a day on busi- they .will operate in the near. future. has taken, the. agency for several of
.fire insurance companies,
ness.
E. H. Fisher i and Kcrsy Coe left the best
will In the' future, make the Cimand
Mrs. Candido Barcia, who has last Monday for the new town on
company's office the
been seriously ill,"
recovering Colfax, where they expected to, spend arron Townsite
headquarters for his insurance
a few days surveying.
nicely.
Mr. Martin Bukovc spent the last
Mr. S. P.- Officer has consented to
editorial of the week in Raton on business
ii'ce charge of the local
TAKES POSITION.
ivork of the Cimarron New and Press- - connected with his new hotel here in
Cimarron called the "Grand."
Mr, W. B. Williams of Louisana,
E. H. Fisher, the townsite engineer,
E. L. Matthews,' who has been in
pent two or three days at Raton and
taken a position with, the Cimarhas
spend
for some time, .will
Trinidad on a. combined business and Cimarron
ron Lumber Co., andwill make this
the next three or four months near
pleasure trip.
city his home, in the future. , Mr, WilAlbuquerque, where he has obtaned
is an expert in the lumber busiliams
Sweet
the
Sammons,
of
Robert
a position..
a member of the noted, orness
and
water, brought in, a ,big consignment j
Mr. and Mrs. Oren Foster of the der of the "Hoo Hoc."
Thitrrs-his
j
last
mills
of lumber from
iaton Range, were visitors in Cimar-o- n
day. .
last week on business connected
CARD OF THANKS.
Hunter & Neff, the new firm, of j pith, their paper called the Cimarron
painters, have taken the contract to Jews and Press.
We wish to thank the good people
paint the outside, of G. E.- Remlcy's
Mr. Colt, of the contracting firm of Cimarron for ' the surprise given
house.
of Colt & Windburn, which is build- us on last Tuesday evening. We now
Last Thursday's wind played hav ing the big reservoir on the Rayado, wish all to unite with us in having
oc with, the", lumber piles in the was a business visitor in Cimarron a good year's work, and to help us
yards of the Continental lie & Uim-bc- r last Thursday.
in building all the branches of the
Co. y ,
We will do all we possibly
work.
Jesse Lowman, a brother of Chas,
J. O. .Rogers, the manager, of the -- owmr.n of this city, made a short can. Can. we depend on you?
frraternally,
Crocker. Mercantile , company, spent
sit here last Sunday, returning to
'
PASTOR.
three or, four days of last week, at ipringer, where he is in the empley
Raton on business.
if the French Land & Irrigation Co.
Harry Rhodes has left for the Bart-le- tt
The regular Sunday services were
Mr. C M. Fox, representing the
ranch on the Vermajo, where he
holrl at the Methodist EniscODlll
company of Raton, was
will be engaged in bfiilding some Fox Cigar
church last Sunday, the sermon of
on business during the
in
Cimarron
branch.
houses
wit it
very much pleased the morning being entitled, Life "Vis
to week. Mr. Fox is
evening,
of
God,"
the
and
that
S. ' E. Pelphrey has returned
with Cimarron and the growth it is
ion of the Christ."
'imarron after an absence of three making. "; '"'"' '"
Tho new music books' for the
ft four days spent '.'in transacting
y
Jack Diamond, tthc nifty .little, short church orchestra have, now arrived
iusincss at other points.
,Mr. George Gillespie, one of the stop and catcher, of! the' Cimarron and the members of the organizayear, is billed. for tion are now busy" learning some new
well known' and oldest residents- of Swastikas of last
with Ed. Winters, music for the services which they
go
twenty
.a
round
after
Chico
the county, returned to
the brother' of M.'M. Winters of this intend giving every Sunday evening
a short visit in Cimarron. ,
boxing match .will take in the future. There will be choir
'
Miss' Tilfie Paulson, who has been place. The
place at Raton in the near future..
praclte and orchestra practice every
the
Swastika,
left
employed "at the
Friday evening at 7:30.
Elec-;ricMr. Van Dusen of the Raton
hotel force, having made other
completed
.the
has
Co.,
Supply
future.
the
for
LEAP-YEADANCE.
Mri Arthur ' Hamilton ' returned Hiring of the residence , of Geo. E.
Raton.
Las; Saturday evening the ladies
from Wagon Mound to complete hi Remley, and has returned to
js very
affairs here preparatory to taking Mr. Van Dusen states that he and is of Cimarron gave leap year dance
Cimarron
with
pleased
tiuch
place.
to their friends, the event being
:i position at the former
the growth that has.tak-- held in the halls of the Star Lodge of
at
prprised
from
Shahan
MY: "and Mrs Grant
place within the last year.
the C M. A. . The ladies showed
ver, on. the Vermejo, are rejoicing
people
,who
.
themselves
to be very competent
Cimarron
following
stork,
The
over the arrival of the
y
presented the proud parents with a were in attendance at Spriuger on "bw," and the evening was
jail
present,
enjoyei
by
held
there
meeting
'irrigation"
been
has
little-íSoShahan
Mrs.
the
fintf
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concerted efforts of the board of ed
ucation, the building commissioner's
office and the fire chief to make Chi
cago schools safe. .
A conference was held today, attended by Deputy Building Commis
floran
A. Lb MIX CACLED BY GRIM sioner Knight, Fire Marshal
IT.
.'"Dwight
,
Architect
and
School
THURS-; REAPER.
END CAME
cap
fire
of
.
the
Reports
135
REMAINS Perkins.
DAY MORNING.
tains who investigated the pubhc
TAKEN EAST.
schools and th? thirty city building
inspectors who were instructed to go
Mr.
Arthur
death
of
Wiii the sad
.
school in ChiLoyal Mix, Cimarron lost one of her through every private
steps will be
and
reviewed
cago
were
citienterprising
brightest and most
found
persons
of
arrest
the
for
taken
. jretis,
the end taking place at the
negligent.
criminally
.
to
be
morn-Thursday
.Swastika Hotel last
Although few reports have been re
im at about .10:30, after a severe illceived by Chief Horan many schools
ness of icverat months.
' The deceased was raised in Kent wen found with entrances blocked
hours. Private schools
' Ohio, a city not far from Cleveland, during school inspectors
to be, offend-- .
by
said
are
and upon attaining his manhood, Mr.
extent
greater
a
respect
to
this
Mix went into business, and before ers in
institutions.
public
the
than
Colong became the president of the
lonial Lumber Co., the concern with
; which be was connected. Soon after, U. S. COURT ENJOINS
GOLPFIELD MINERS
his health failed, and about the year
Miss
1900 he went south to Bcloki.
,iand spent the winter there. The fol-- 1 Reno, Xcv., March 10. I!y the de
lowing summer, being stilt in poor ciosion of Judge Farrington of the
; health, he came west
to New Mex- United States district court in the
ico and entered the sanitarium of Dr. suit of the owners of the Mergers
Masten at Chico. He remained in mines of Goldfield against the miners'
Chico about five years, and his union, a blanket injunction against
llus s a
th miners is enforced,
was apparently entirely
. health
owners.
mine
for
the
victory
decided
Feeling completely recoThe injunction covers practically
vered, he took a long wagon trip into
Old Mexico in company with Henry all the grounds of relief asked for by
Livran and others, and while out the Consolidated Mines company
on this trip he ,was taken down with and enjoins the miners from every
inhis illness, but apparently soon recov act which might be construed as
mine
the
of
interests
imical
the
to
er rd again. Then came a short
in Colorado Springs, followed owners.
by another illness, and finally Mr.
Mix settled down in Maxwell City, NAVY CAPTAIN KILLS
- where he became
interested in the
HIMSELF FROM GRIEF
Maxwell Supply Co.
' Last fall Mr. Mix became inter- Seattle, Wash., March 10. Wor- ested in the Maxwell
Mercantile Co. ried and despondent because of the
' here
in Cimarron and moved
his serious illness of his aged mother
family ' here.
But suddenly, on and father depressed by the refusal
Christmas day, he was taken with a of the department to grant him leave
,
severe attack and remained bed rid- of absence in order that he might
den until the day of his death. Mrs. visit her at the family home, Ports' Mix was east visiting her parents at mouth, N. H., Capt.
Daniel
Jason
the time, but hastened back as soon Ainsworth. commander of the United
as it wis ascertained that the illness States revenue cutter Hush, commit
was serious, and has since been a ted suicide Sunday aboard ship.
constant attendant upon the bedside
After a sleepless night aboard the
day and night. But in spite of skilled vessel then lying at Libhy wharf,
medical attention and the loving care Capt. Ainsworth retired to his private
of the sorrowing wife, grim death bath, and, taking a position in front
could not be longer put off, and of a mirror, shot himself through the
claimed his victim, cutting off an head.
upright, useful life in its prime.
The deceased, who was thirty-seveyears old at the time of his de- HANGS SELF IN
mise, leaves a wife, Mrs. Cecelia
Mix. and one son, Arthur
Loyal
CELl WITH KERCHIEF
fix, o mourn his loss. The remains
were taken east to Kent, Ohio, the
Chicago, March 10. Abraham
old home of the deceased, for inter49 years of age, a wigmaker, who
ment, the funeral party consisting of was arrested on suspicion of having
th bereaved wife, her father, Mr. conspired to tei fire to his home,
Preese, and son Loyal, leaving here committed suicide in a cell at the
Friday morning.
t
Rawson street police Nation today by
It .in highly probable that Mrs. hanging himself with a handkerchief
Mix will make her home iii Cleve- from the upper bar of big ceil. He
land, Ohio, with her parents, Mr. and was to have been arraigned before
Mrs. Freese, but, of course, this mat-- , Municipal Judge Scovel at the West
rt is as yet somewhat unsettled. Chicago avenue court today. Fedcr
Mr. and Mrs. Mix have
remarked to a policeman during the
lve to Cmarron, during their short niiflit "that lie was not guilty of the
slay with us, and it grieves deeply charges preferred against him and
r
with the devoted .wife in her sorrow. that he would
Jive to suffer the
disgrace."
HUNDRED DOLLARS
PRICE OF MURDER

SAD DEATH

;END8 LIFE

CASE IS UP

.

.

"

d.

Y

resi-'den- ce

n

,
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CAPAÜTTI

Sessions Last

Un-

til Midnight When

Jackson, Ky., .Mar. 10. In the trial
,. of John Abner, charged with complicity in the murder of James Coek- Asbury Spicer today testified
,, rill,
that be understood that John Smitrt
received $100 for killing Cockrill, as
j that was the price he received for
the murder of Dr. B. D. Cox. Aked
by Judge Bach if that was his regu- lar price for killing men, he electrified his hearers . with the reply,
"That was what Judge Hargis paid."
Forbes swore 4h.it he
, Mortimer
was standing on Main street near the
Crawford building when the shooting occurred and saw Curtis Jett.
John Smith and John Abner in the
upper windows of the court house
shooting at Cockrill. John Smith
indicted for the same offense, testified that on the night before the
killing he and Abner came to Jack-Jo- n
and a consultation with Judge
tlargis and others was had, and that
t was arranged that he an Abner
hould sleep in the back room of the
tjourt home that night, as Cockrill
4'as coming to Jackson the next day.
Smith said ihat all went to the windows the iiejtt day when Curtis Jett
tame to the court house and when
$oekrill appeared Jett and Abner
shooting. The. witness admitted
tfcat he himself had shot at Cockrill,
though not to hit him.' He received
S&5 and a pistol.
-

be-jfa- n

ITALIAN HAS NO

FEAR OF DEATH
Ossininsr, X. V., Mar. 10. Antonio
Strollo, an Italian, who killed Antonio Torsella in Van Cortlandt park,
New York, last August for the purpose of robbery, went to death in the
electee chair at Sing Sing prison today with a .smile after a cheery good-bto those who had been summoned
execution. Strollo
to witness tb
showed the mot extraordinary composure.
When he entered the death
chamber with a light, springy step
his face was beaming and vw smile
was never absent for an instant
his features were covered by the
death helmet.
Four contacts were
made before the man was pronounced
dead.
y

wt-tj-

SPAIN FEARS

Trinidad, Colorado,' March' 10.
It was but a few minutes of midnight last night when the case of
Tony Capinctti, charged with , complicity iu, an attempt to assassinate
C, F. & I. Superintendent A. Alexander and family by blowing up the
home at Segundo with dynamite, went
to the jury. All day and night was
occupied in the taking of evidence
and hearing the arguments. The jury
was locked up at midnight and verdict will not be returned until 9:30
o'clock this morning at the earliest.
A feature of the testimony yestermade by
day was the confession
Frank Ive, who is charged with having caused the explosion. William T.
Thatcher, deputy sheriff and .Bow-der- y
Floyd, stenographer for 'No'rth-cut- t
and MacHendrie, both related a
confession made by Ive in the office
of the District Attorney on Feb. 5
in which he told of the entire plot.
Ive is alleged to have said that lie
met Capanetti on the evening' of Jan.
30 when fvc was offered three dollars
to blow up the Alexander home with
dynamite.
The men met later at the
boarding house at supper where Capanetti gave Ive three sticks of dynamite and about thirty feet of fuse.
Ive said he placed the dynamite under the porch of the Alexander home,
attached the fuse and then crawled
under the porch of an adjoining house
where he lit the fuse and waited until after the explosion when he became frightened and ran away. The
tohave
following day.he claimed
asked Capanetti for the money and
was refused because "he didn'jt do a
good job."
The state rested at four o'clock
and the defense and closing arguments occupied the remainder of the
day and night. Ive will be tried following the Capanetti trial.

CONVICTS SHOT IN

rommi-í-iioo'r'-

,

BREAK FOR

ARE UNITED

1903

-

Grand' Hotel

Ma nzanola Growers

Decide to Erect
Manzanola, Colo., Mar. 10 An in
dependent sugar factory for this place
is now assured
Everett
has been given a contract to go to
New York City and close arrangements for the machinery needed.' At
an
a meeting of beet men here
organization was completed and the
factory will be built during the presand-W.-

The old CimarroriL Cafe

to-da-

Entirely Rebuilt

j.'" M." Heattyi was elected
president of the new company anJ
chosen. The secothet pfficers-we- re
tion of the beet men marks the culmination of th controversy between the
sugap-meover the
and
price to be paid for the beets-- . - The
growers hold that they cannot afford
ent; íícar.;

,

s

Twenty Rooms

to raise beets for the priceoffered
factories and the sugar men, have
refused to accede from, their first ofsliding scale.'

Bar in Connection

-'

fer-of'--

1
and constructed
proved m'anrter.

the

In
'

most

im-

""'y

"This tunnel will be a great
on the. Santa Fe," said Mr.
Higby last eyening. "It will do away
with the use. of push 'engines, which
are now required to push up the 2
per cent grade, in the old tunnel.
These engines give great annoyance
from the smoke. The new tunnel has
a small grade, what is known as a
half of 1 per cent grade. Any train
which can be brought to the tunne
by one engine can be taken through
it without extra assistance."
The new tunnel will be put in service some time npxt month and tlu'.,e
an event will ' be made of it In the
vicinity of Raton. The portals are to
be neatly finished off in cement.
Mr. Higby has for the last, five
years made his home in Denver. He
is one of the best known tunnel contractors in the country, Jiaving been
employed on important pieces of railroad buliding in the West, Indies, in
South America and in other countries?' He was also for two years in
charge of the construction work 'on
the Gunnison tunnel, assuming the
work after the contracting firm of
Taylor & Moore threw it up. He left
that 'work to take up the Raton tun-
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NOTARY PUBLIC and FIRE INSURANCE
Office With
CIMARRON TOWNSITE CO.

S2BRSBB1

Norm an

1

SAFETY OF

ALMOST READY

KING

FOR USE

IS

NEGRO RESISTS ARREST

CENSUS BULLITIN

ISSUED.

Washington, D. C, March 10. The
seventh annual report of the census
bureau for the year of 1906 and covering about half of the United States
was issued today and contains some
interesting figures.
Among other
things, it shows that the people of
the country are living longer now
than they .were 100 years ago. It
also shows that the negro race is dying off at an alarming rate and that
the mortality among citizens of African extraction is twice as great as
among the whites. Tuberculosis is
the disease that causes more deaths
than ,my other. Among half of the
population of. the country ' in 1900
there were over 49,000 violent deaths
and 5,853 suicides.

W

I

kins

FIRE INSURANCE

IS RIDDLED WITH SHOT
Waxahachie, Tex. .March 10. Bar-- !
Heading himself ih a small house on
the Gibbons farm, two miles south of
Rocket, a negro named Willie William yesterday' made a desperate effort to resist arrest on a charge of
unlawfully carrying arrhs. Constable,
McAlpin and Deputy Sheriff Hickman went to the negro's house "to arrest him. When the officers walked
up to the door "of the house and
called for him the negro began shoot
ing at them with a revolver.
The
officers exchanged shots with him
until" their ammunition was exhausted. When help arrived the house wa
riddled with rifle bullets.' A charge
on the house was then made and the
loor was broken open. Williams
and a negro woman were found lying
dead on the floor. The opinion of
the officers is that Williams killed the
woman and then turned the gun on
himself.

Announcement

HENRY STEEN

nel work.

Deer Lodge, Mont., March 0. As
the result of a desperate effort to escape on th part of three
in the Montana state penitentiary at
this place. Guard Robinson is deal
with his throat cut from ear to ear.
Convict Hayes is dead with four bullets through his body and Convict
Rock is fatally injured with two bullets through his lungs.
Warden Conley, who wielded the
gun which shot two convicts, is seriously and probably fatally wounded,
his throat being cut and a knife being
thrust into his back five times. Only
the shortness of the knife blade saved
Conley's life.
Third Convict Unhurt.
A third prisoner, .whose name is not
given out, and who attempted to escape with Hayes and Rock, was recaptured. All three were life prisonlayes was a trusty and had been
ers.
placed in the cell with Rock in order
that he might keep track of his cell
ulate, who was regarded as a des
perate man. Rock, Hayes and the
third man committed a small infrac
tion of the rules, and were ordered
before Warden Conley for invetsiga- tion. In the light of subsequent
events it is believed
the infraction
was deliberately done, in order that
th nun might be taken into the warden's private office.

Hot and Cold Baths

b)-th-

LIBERTY

FOR RATON TUNNEL

Madrid, March to, It developed
here today that 41 section of the Spanish ministry is bitterly opposed to
King Alfonso's going to Barcelona,
which :s described as a "wasp's nest,"
but the king, with a display of the
RREST JANITORS FOR
old Bourbon courage, has refused to
VIOLATIONS OF LAW be disuadid. He considers it his duty
J
to go, and is confident that his visit
4, Chicago, March to.
Wholesale ar- to Barcelona will appeal to the chivalrous spirit of the Spanish people
rest of janitors of public and priva
buildings where doors an$ and hjve good effect.
Vu have been found locked by
A dispatch ha been received here
ii
from the building
from the Spanish minister to Switzt'ffiie .and fix department erland saying that the anarchists of
cipuin were nwde today.
Geneva bave decreed the death of
f King Alfonso and Premier Maura.
are the result
"The arrett

TRe-

n,

Case Goes to Jury

Fe-de- r,

nc-v-
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ELECTRICIAN,
Electrical Supplies, Wiring, Fixtures,

ii

i

n ipg N. Second St., RATON N, M.
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Denver, March 10. C. E. Hig- by, the we'd known tunnel contractor,
who has been identified with many

railroad and irrigation
important
projects in the West, is at present in
Denver, stopping at the Trcmont ho
tel with his wife.
Mr. Higby is at present complet
THOSE WEIRD YARNS
ing the Raton tunnel, which extends
through the Raton mountains on the
"Do you know anything ahotit
main line of the Santa Fe. The tun poker?"
nel is now very nearly completed,
"Not a thing."
all of the excavating having been
"Too bad. I .was depending on
done and the bore is being ccme.nted you to help me out with' the right
When finished, this tunnel will be color for a poker story."
perhaps the best in the world, equip- - j "Oh; T can do . that all . right. J
pvd with all the modern conveniences thought you wanted me to play.
,
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WHY?
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WHY?
READ AND FIND OUT

jnexhatistable Fields to the Northeast.

HY?
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üddli

PEACHES
PLUMS

In

and Southwest.

PEARS

Precious Metals to West

GRAPES
BERRIES

SUGAR BEETS
ALFALFA

Pino Timber

WHEAT
OATS

In

BARLEY

Immense Tracts to

Southwest and West.
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SOIL
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watiiral
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of Water Lies to all Sides of
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Address Cimarron Townsite
MmDer ana the other material necIn this building will be
placed the Colfax county exhibit by
itself. A
has been
provided for, and this committee will
visit the farmers and others of ColDISCUSS PLANS FOR COUNTY fax county and confer with them in
NATIONAL regard
EXHIBITS AT
to the
of each, trying
CONGRESS.
GOVERNOR to induce everyexhibit
one who grows or

that is now carried on by the C. &
W.
The original plans of Osgood contemplated a railroad system of considerable proportions, but after building various stretches of the line the
scheme was abandoned. In Pueblo
PROSPECTS
OF ST. LOUIS,
the company has many miles of track
on which work is done only for the
ROCKY MOUNTAIN AND
C. F. & I. At other places the tracks
GEO. H. produces anything
CURRY PRESENT.
& I.
RAILROAD .COMPANY
to select their
to coal mines and other minextend
DANCE
SPEAKS.
WEBSTER
best. Mr. Webster further pointed
EXTENDING
LINE.
eral
properties.
From time to time
ENJOYED.
out that a big exhibit would be a
reports have come out that the sysgreat advantage because' it will show
tem would be constructed or some
That Colfax county will attempt eastern farmers what can be proFor some time there has been the
other line would take over the propto make the banner exhibit at the duced here in Colfax county, and, be
that the Swastika route, other-- 1
rumor
erty. The Santa Fe officials were
big National Irrigation Congress cause of the large numbers who. will
wise
known
as the Rocky Mountain
not very reticent, however, about the
which will be held at Albuquerque attend the fair from every state in
A party of Santa Fe officials re plans which the company had to take
road,
would
be
extended this spring.
Chicago, March 9. Chicago anar
next September was evidenced by the union, will show the world what
inspected
rolling
charge
cently
the
stock
the
of
road.
and
Those
were
who
is
Goldman,
by
chists,
Cimarron
headed
Emma
greatly
interested in
the size of the crowd and the enthus- we have and can do, thus increasing
other properties of the Colorado and aware of the officials' visit and the made preparations early today to dis- this extension, and the following clipiasm of the meeting held at Springer our chance for statehood greatly.
Wyoming railway, for the purpose, it purpose have been looking for some inter the body of Lazarus Averbuch, ping taken from the Denver Times-ma- y
last Saturday evening. The meeting
Hopewell,
Col.
the
chairman
announcement for a week past.
the
of
the would-b- e
assassin of Chief of Pois said, of reporting to the managebe an indication that the rumor
.is called to perfect arrangements
congress,
a
tew
words.
spoke
tie
lice
Snippy
from
the potter's field
county
tor the exhibits that Colfax
ment on the advisability of taking
is
without foundation
not
nearly
the
stated
of
all
heads
that
cemeand
it
to
to transfer
Waklheim
win make at the Irrigation Congress, the departments of the government over the property. Since the officials
A. Tracy and Frederick A.
William
tery,
bodies
the
the
where
of
throughand to work up enthusiasm
have signified their desire to a
made their visit, nothing has been
anarchists were buried twen Singleton of New York, representing
out the county. Büt perhaps the printhe congress. He stated that there' heard o( the
e
years ago.
but it :. exDected
cipal reason for the meeting was the
the Fisk & Robinson company, are
will
be
United
states
soldiers
and
The "first rite' of the Jewish rewish of the Colfax county committee
that information will reach this city
the Brown hotel cn route to Raat
in
sailors
attend
and
marines
ligion will be held today and tli
to induce the farmer throughout
comas
the
intentions
the
soon
of
as
N. M., where they are going to
ton,
ance at the congress, and that "Tama
LOCAL TALENT
WILL GIVE biuiiil tomorrow.
the county to make especial effort
determined.
are
pany
agri
of
Wilson,
secretary
the
fuinspect
the properties of the St.
Emma Goldman .will attend the
NIGGER MINSTRELS.
ORGAalong all lines to get ready and pre-- y Jim"
culture, has promised to give his utThe Santa Fe management had
neral with a large delegation of an Louis, Rocky Mountain & Facific
NIZATION EFFECTED.
j'P f the exhibits.
aid, as well as his presence, to plans in view which would make the
oculists,
i he ex- - company. I isk & Robinson is one of
Last Wednesday evening a num archists and
The meeting was addressed by most
the
congress.
penses
will
of
C.
the
funeral
be
&
met byt,lc large bond underwriting firms of
W.
of
property
considerable
a
of
ber
Cimarronites met at the Matsome of the most noted men of af
society, a Jewish New York and they underwrote some
the
Burial
Free
was
importance.
this
Whether
to
kin
hall
an
formed
organization
and
fairs in the territory, and by those
The best received speaker of the
of the bonds for tlie St. Lbuis, Rocky
philanthropic organization.
at the head of the big irrigation con- evening
followed,
and great ap- carry out the original plans of John for the purpose of giving a "Nigger
"The police have denied me the Mountain Taciiic company, which is
gress. Governor Curry being the plause rang out time and again as C. Osgood and connect the various Mistrel Snow." Mrs. O. F. Matkin
right of free speech within the city constructing a railroad across northchief attraction.
his excellency, the governor, Hon. lines, or to utilize them in some other has consented to take charge as mus
ern New
Mexico,
building coke
Mr. Salazar, of Springer, was the Geo. Curry, arose to speak next. Gov- way is unknowi. It is said that ne cal director, and Harry btcen was limits," said Miss Goldman,
ovens,
opening
big coal mines and
police
enough
will
me
not
bother
the
cem
at
gotiations
progressed
far
had
chosen
organization
president
of
the
evening,
ad
his
first speaker of the
ernor Curry promised his utmost aid
prospecting for iron ore. This com-pa- n
dress being made in Spanish for the to the big congress, and stated that when the inspection was made for the and instructed to outline an enter-men- etery. I ave a right to 'go there.
is becoming a formidable rival
am
challenging
not
the
interference
if
the
deal
through
put
Santa
be
to
everypurchase
music
and
do
Spanish
spoke
who
benefit of those
when the government officials, conthe
of
Colorado Fuel and Iron comdepartment,
I
of
the
but
declare
controlling
Fe
so.
do
wished
The
to
thing to get the home talent troupe
only. Col. C. R. Twitchell, the sec gressmen, senators, etc., who will
pany and proposes to enter the steel
as
Sc W., it Is said, at work.
a
I
dozen
have
declared
again,
C.
interests
the
in
very
gave
congress
a
retary of the
visit New Mexico next fall, have seen
Cimarron has a number of very times, that I am in Chicago to test business if sufficient iron ore can be
forceful address, and outlined briefly the development and. the resources of were ready and willing to relinquish
the
road.
promising
artists in the minstrel and the right of free speech and I will secured. It is also the plan of the
plan
the
giving
congress,
of
the
the territory; when they were made
company to extend the railroad and
agreement
Under
the
the
terms
of
vaudeville lines, and a number have test it."
something of its history. Mr. Ceo. to realize that we have a population
Miss Goldman had expected to go ultimately make it a transcontenta,
H, Webster, the chairman of the CoJ-fa- x of over 400,000; that we have less the Santa Fit was to do the work for already promised to give the venture
line.
county committee on arange-mtnts- ,' criminals in our penitentiary in pro the Colors J Pre! and Iron company their hearty support. It is the in- to the cemetery in any case, she said,
Charles M. Jones, president of tht
purpose
paying
respects
of
her
for
the
tention of the management to give
was the next speaker to fot-lo- portion to our population than any
New England National bank of Boa
anarchists
who
hanged
to
the
were
ana
a
also
regular Nigger Minstrel
Mr. Webster state or territory; that fifty post of- Fisher and Prof. Horton, of Califor
Col. Twitchell.
ton, and Charles H. Newell, of Provto intersperce it with a few mono for the' Haymarket square riot in
stated that the committee wants fices and thirty banks were establish nia.
idence, R. I., are accompanying the
which
many
policemen
their
lost
who
logues
Every
one
and
dances.
every farmer, lumberman, miner, ed in our limits within the past six
The way Springer handled the
New York parties It is understood
ranchman, etc., to make exhibits at months; and that during' the panic enormous crowds to the entire satis- takes an interest in amateur musical lives. Every time she comes to Chi- that they will
inspect the propertie
cago
a
she
makes
visit
the
to
monu
productions
cordially
invited
to
are
will
be the there wasn't a single business failure. faction of everyone, and the most
the Springer fair, which
the
company
of
in northern
New
ment
erected
dead
the
to
anarchists.
next county fair, and from the best The favorable impression which all cordial maimer in which everyone attend the next meeting, the date of
Mexico, with the object of taking ad
"Chicago's
of
symbol
She
calls
it
will
later.
be
which
announced
which
exhibits,'
of these,
that exhibit
these must produce, will in his was entertained, demonstrates that
ditional bonds if the outlook comes
shame."
will represent Colfax county at Jhe opinion,, result in admission to the Colfax county could not have a
-- OST.
up to expectation.
The four men
big congress at Albuquerque will be
The other speakers of the eve- - ter choice of a place for its annual
Open faced gold watch, between
took a trip over the Moffat road yeschosen. Colfax county will have a nlng.were Mr. Richards, "Buffalo fair. Our sister city did herself Cimarron Mercantile Store and railRead the Cimarron Citizen and get terday, and are today calling upon
building of its own, arrangements Jones," A. C. Abbott, territorial su- - proud, and the dance following tl road track. Return to- Citizen office. all the local and foreign telegraph some of th;
business men of Denver.
baring already been made for the perintendent of public schools, C. O. ; meeting was a most enjoyable affair. Liberal reward. C. H. COULTER. new9.
Tonight they will leave for the south, .
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BOARD REFUSES
FACTORY OFFER
in the Kroenig Circle pasture and the
Montoya allottment upon the follow-

La Vegas, N. M., March 9. A
econd proposition tor the locating
' a beet sugar factory in San Miguel
diinty and for t'uc building of a rail
road to Mora wag presented to the
lioard of trustees of the Las Vegas
rant, by J. D. Hand, cf Lo Ala
mos, this morning at an adjourned
ession, but was reiectcd.
This proposition is thought by
matiy to have, been made merely to
find out what the board would be
wilting to concede.
It does not in
any way affect the plan of the Holly
Sngar company to secure a large
acreage here this year with the promise "of a beet sugar factory next year,
"
to be located in Las Vegas.
V.
Ward,
W.
C,
Luclc
and
Charles,
of Lamar, Colo., and W. FVGarsid
of El Paso, traveling freight and passenger agent of the Santa Fe, who
are interested in the beet sugar factory proposition are behind Mr. Hand
,
in his offer.
The resolution submitted to the
board stated that Las Vegas was desirous of securing a beet sugar factory within the limits of the grant,
railroad operand also of having
ated from the town of Mora to Las
Vegas. The board realized that it is
impracticable to secure .the establishment of snch a factory and the ope-

.

IS BOUND OVER

IN LOCAL MINES

Trinidad,

Colorado, March 10.
Gee ge Davis was yesterday bound
over to the district court under bonds
of 500 on the charge of attempting
to pass a forged check at Bee Hive
Saturday evening. The check was
made payable to Davis and bore the
name of Hugh Seaburg of Raton.
Henry Cline of the Bee Hive called
up Mr. Seaburg' and the check was
declared a forgery whereupon Davis
was arrested. He is now lodged in
the county Jail.

Trinidad, Colorado, March 10.
Work has been resumed at the
Frisco and Piedmont mines of the
Rocky Mountain Fuel Co., which have
been closed down since the first of
the year, giving employment to á
large number of men. The demand
for coal together with the general re
sumption of business, particularly the
smelters, is given by the management
as the reason for resuming opera

--

tions.

Ha Admits Murder

death.

Stouns and

Wentzell

had

been

friends in various circus organizations
and both were out of work and
friends. Becoming frantic with hun- eer. Stouns sucrirested thev co beirging. Wentzell refused, and the fatal
fight followed.
Wentzell was arrested.
-

Cripple

Creek,

Colo.,

March

10.
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NEGROES WHIPPED;
TOBACCO IS BURNED

Seattle, Wash., March 10. Warren
MacKay, well known resident óf Ter
rino, early: today murdered his wife
and two children and then committed
suicide.
His dead body, clad in his
underclothing was found early this
morning along a roadway a half mile
from his home." There were no marks
of violence on? the body and it is supposed that he took poison. The discoverer of the body hurried to the
home to notify the wife and was horrified to find the three dead bodies.
The woman's throat had been cut and
the skulls of the children had been
crushed. MacKay suffered from a
cancer on his face and brooded con1
stantly over his affliction.

Brooksville, Ky, March 10. Fifty
or more night riders came into town
early today in buggies and on horseback and before they left 15,000
pounds of tobacco belonging to Robert Sten ton, one of the wealthiest
planters in this section, had bien

tally, and whipped five othws. The
riders took possession of the town
and shot into several negro cabins
in the place. In one of these John
Scruggs, his wife and three chidren
and a granddaughter were struck by
bullets. Scruggs is probably fatally

burned.

The riders then took five other negroes to the banks of the Tennessee,
where they whipped them. ' After
warning about twenty-fiv- e
other negroes to leave the place, the masked
men rode away. The raid íoftoeréd
a warning of two weeks ago to all
negroes to leave .Birmingham.
t

The men were heavily armed with
shotguns . and revolvers. A number
of the men went to the local
of the Bracken County Telephone company and kept guard over
the operator, Miss Holton, so that
bo word could be sent for assistance.
The men attempted no violence, nor
did they destroy the warehouse, but
took the tobacco outside and set i
TWO MAY DIE. SHOT I
was all
on fire. 'After' seeing 'that
IN PISTOL FIGHT ON
destroyed they departid as quietly
,.,
.... , RANCH NEAR, ESTANCIA as they came.

wotmded.''

'"

'

'

'

TeW," March to.
Clarksville,
Near Woodford, fifteen miles- from
Clarkyille, Brown Bennett, the son of
arl association tobacco raser, was
found early this morning in the public road in a'dying"ce'iidifon;' with a ;
Estancia, N. M., March 10. Ac1
Paducah, Ky ... March 10. One bullet hole through his head.
cording to adviées' received here "a hundred masked night riders rode in-t- $
Near Bennett were two
dead,
desperate .pistol battle was fought at
he íoWñ of Birfriing'harh," THarchall horses and three empty shotguns. It
the ranch of L. E. Hateley, six. miles eourjty, late. last; nigh. t, shot jjix
J is believed
the young man was at- ' ' n
from' this city, early Monday.
r.'
nes. on: of íh'em, if is 'bélieyeá fa tacked by night riders.
Wesley llolloway and Louis
are desperately .wounded and
.'
may' die.
0?
r
The trouble; : arose ', over a- iwell
which had been drilled on the farm
by- - J. 'Ei Pauley.
McKinley, it is
said, refuesed tospermit the .drilling
machinery to be removed, claiming
the contract had not' been fulfilled.
The hioting followed.' ; -'
"Details at this time . are not obPitts-bur- g
tainable but .Hate1 ey isbeing brought
here for an operation. He was shot
thougV the arrrt and side. '
Oscar Hately, a brother of ' the
wounded man, was saved from a se
vere wound by a bullet which passed
through his clothing striking á metal
button and glancing.
New York, March 10. A score of
March 10.
Trinidad, Colorado,
In a lonely spot in Calarado Canon, firemen vere injured, several of them
three miles west of this city, Chief of seriously, hundreds of persons were
Poiice Luke Egan yesterday discov- driven from their homes and many
ered the body of an unknown child, buildings were threatened by a fire
parentage early today wKich destroyed the
apparently of American
and probably about three weeks of
building at 38 West' Eighteenth
age. The grewsome find was made street. The big Siegel-Coopdepartafter removing a rude coffin from a ment store was seriously threatened
shallow grave pointed out to the offi- at one time. The fire also got into
cer by a young boy who claims to the adjoining building at 32 to '38
Denver, .March 10. Mrs. Margaret have seen a man and a boy bury the West Eighteenth
street and before
C. Fassett, a bride of three days, has body
there several clays ago. That it was checked had caused a total loss ,
won her. suit to set aside the will of the infant was murdered is indicated
of $200,000.
her late husband, Joseph W. Fassett, by a knife stab that penetrates the
A back draft which blew ut every
in which he left his estate, valued skull just behind the left ear. The
window in the burning building and
at $125,000, to his children.
body was wrapped in a silk scarf and scattered a shower of broken glass
The jüry in the county court be was doubled up, the feet touching the was responsible for
the injury of so
fore which the contest was tried this forehead.
The coffin was made, of many firemen. Some of the men were
morning brought in the following ver rough pine board that had evidently so severely
cut by the flying glass
dict:
been hastily nailed together. The that they are in á serious condition.
"We, the jury, do upon our oaths boy told the officer that he saw a With the
free draft furnished by open
find for Mrs. Margaret C- Fassett, and man and a boy drive away from the
windows the flames spread ; rapidly
find that the writing of October 13, main road about dusk several nights
through the building and within a few
1899, purporting to be, the- last will ago. He claims
to have seen them minutes several nearby building's
and testament of Joseph W. Fassett, dig the grave and remove the box were
threatened. '
deceased, is not the last will and tes from the buggy, cover it with dirt
Several persons in a four-stor- y
tament of Joseph W. Fassett, de and then drive away.- Thp body was boarding house adjoining the burnceased.
rcburied by the officer and Coroner ing building escaped with considerC H. MILLER, Foreman." Guilford was notified. An "investiga- able difficulty. ; Window ; frames in
The children will appeal, to the. dis tion will be made today and an effort the Sicgel-Coopstore caught fire
trict court.,
to' find out something further con- several times, but the flames were excerning the case.
tinguished before. any serious damage
-
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URDER IS

SCORE HURT

-

SUSPECTED

IN BAD FIRE
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Body of Unknown New York and
Child is Exhumed
Suffer Heavy
from Lonley Grave Fire Losses

DEATHBED

six-stor-

BRIDE WINS
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RAGPICKER CRUSHED TO
DEATH UNDER CABIN

James T. McClair, a ragicker, was
HOW OLD IS RENA?
crushed to death yesterday afternoon
Topeka, Kan., March 9. How old LIVESTOCK MUST BE SALTED when the
cement roof of his cabin
is a woman of 93 years, plus the age
Washington, D. C, ?larch 9. The caved in on him.
at which a child is old enough tJ requirement that all ca.tle, horses and
pick up chips?
sheep grazing under permit on the MRS. HOWARD GOULDS
That question was pronounced to national forests be given salt at fre
FATHER GOES TO ASYLUM
Governor Hoch this afternoon. Rena quent intervals is a regulation which
Hunter, an old colored aunty living has been found to go a long way in
Jacksonville, 111., March 10. The
here, came into his office this after- protecting the rangje and conserving father of Mrs. Howard Gould of New
noon.
the forage crop.
York, Sheldon Perry Clemmons, has
"1 heard tell how de. Gub'nor done
Experience has shown that the been admitted as a patient at the
ak to meet de oldes' woman. So I want of salt makes stock restless. If Central hospital for the insane here.
cum. Don't know how ol' T is, an' cattle and horses-arnot supplied as His home was in Pittsfield, Pike
dnts what I is gwiue to ax 'im. I they need it, they roam and wander, cqunty, and it is claimed' his condi
membah de 'quake when holes were haunting old salting grounds used for
tion was brought on through family
in de groun' bigger den a hoss kin previous seasons, tramping the for
disturbances. One pf Mr. Clemmons
jump ober an' Jackson fit de British age plants instead pf eating them, daughters recently married a Chinaat N'Ohleens. Den I wuz big 'nuff pawing the ground and in other ways man in San Francisco, where she was
to pick cp chips. How ol' is I?" ; injuring the rango But if their cray- - doing missionary work. He seldom
The Governor put his office force ings are supplied, they scatter peace
heard from his daughter in New
to work. They found that Jackson fully over the pasture grounds and York. Mrs. Clemmon9 has been dead
in
1815. That
annihilated the British
'
,
feed at their leisure.
for ten years.
made old Rena 93 years old. To that
Salt is so necessary to the .easy and
they had to add how old a child is profitable handling of sheep on the
when it can pick up chips. The dis- range,' that no flockmaster .would PROFESSOR RESENTS
cussion ranged from 3 to 6 years, and think of getting along without it. If
is not settled yet. But old Rena col sheep do not receive their usual supKICK OF A CORPSE
lected a few more "chips" this after ply it is only with great difficulty that
noon in thcQhape of silver coins.
they can be held in bonds or kept in
I
camp at night. So far as sheep arc
Chicago, March 10. Twenty-eigTO REMOVE BULLET
concerned, no regulation by law is medical students of the University
10.
March
Trinidad, Colorado,
really necessary, because the own of Chicago are facing suspension be
Alexander MacDonald, jr., of VVal- - ers, for their own convenience, will cause
one of thejr number threw a
senburg, was brought here last night salt their flocks. But cattle are not piece of
a human leg from the disby his father to have a bullet re- herded, and the owners might neglect secting room at a divinity professor.
operation
leg.
The
moved from his
to salt them, if the regulations were The professor complained to Presiwill be performed today. The boy, not strictly enforced.
dent Harry Pratt Judson, who asked
who is fourteen years of age, was I Stock on different ranges require for an explanation.
nccidentally shot by a younger broth- varying quantities of salt. Sheep
Dr. J. Gordon Wilson and ' Dr.
er about ten days ago when the two
need less on dry range than on green. Basil Harvey, who are in charge, of a
were out hunting. The brother was An average quantity for 1,000 head section in anatomy, questioned( the
walking at the- "idc when the trigger of sheep would be from I.ooo .to
students
entire class of twenty-eigh- t,
rifle caught in some
of a
1,500 pounds each year. For a like yesterday, but they were tmable to
bul
discharged.
The
was
brush and
0
number, of cattle, from 5,000 to
wring a confession- from. ,,any one
let went entirely through his hand
pounds a year is required. Horses The professors then informed them
A
lodged in the fleshy part of his need less than cattle.
, they were all liable
.
to suspension.'
kit.
, Old hunters, in the days of the
The class examinations begin today
pioneers, knew that deer and buffalo and the twenty-eigstudents "will not
RUSSIAN IS MURDERED
traveled long distances to lick salt be allowed to take them. No credit
FOR SIX DOLLARS in, saline springs.
The Blue Licks will be given them, for the three
Andreas
10.
New York. March
on l icking river, in Kentucky, .were months' course in anatomy.
Michealchug. a Russian merchant, famous for the herds of deer, buffalo
,The guilty, student is declared to
was brutally murdered in his home and elk which frequented them. The
have been willing to confess and take
last night by a robber who secured adjacent
ground
was so deeply the consequences, but the other mem- but six dollars.
tramped that the marks were to be bers.of
refused to let him
"
, seen many
years j after the places do so.
:
CAUCUS.
OF
NOTICE
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the railroad prior to the
Fcttlcment, of the land titles and also
wished to nvoid the necessity of paying a cash bonus.
J. D. Hand, president of the Pla- cita Ranch company, expressed a dewith the board to
sire to
secure the railroad and factory and
requested title to certain lands with
ration
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ing terms:
,
The. board to convey to William
Kroenig all lands within the Circlq
pasture and also, to a trustee to be
agreed upon by the board and Mr.
Hand, the Montoya allotment, for
eighty cents an acre.
In the event that the sugar factory
Caldwell, Idaho, March 10.
was not in operation on or before
Harry
Orchard, today withdrew
the first day of December, 191 1, an
his plea of not guilty and entered
seventy
additional consideration of
a plea of guilty to the charge oí
cents per acre would be paid for the
"
murder in the first degree. Or- lands.
pleads guilty to the mur- chard
Upon acceptance the Flacha Ranch
der of former Governor Stunen- company and J. D. Hand were to nse
burg by placing a dynamite
their best endeavors to secure the esbomb under the sidewalk at the
tablishment of a factory within the
gateway of his home on the night
outer boundaries of the Las Vegas
of ec. 30, 1905. He was arrested
grant and also to use their best ena few, days later and afterward
deavors to procure' the building of a
made the remarkable confession
railroad from Mora to a connection
which
implicated
Haywood,
with the present line of the Santa Fe
Moyer and others connected with
railroad at a point within the Las
the Western Federation 'of La- Vegas grant and without the limits
bor. The part; he took as a. wit-- :
of the Scully grant, the road to be
ness in, the trial of Haywood is
operated from the city of Las Vegas.
unique in criminal history and
Had" the resolution been accepted
his story of the alleged machina- and the sugar factory secured, it
tions of the conspirators whom
would have been located about eight
he implicated Is' one of the most
miles from Watrous, more than that
remarkable confessions ?'on ,rec- distance from Las Vegas.
ord. Orchard 'will be sentenced.
Mr.
Hand
is
doubt
little
Thee
March 18.
have been able to bring the railroad
and the factory as he had made sure
of his ground before presenting the
resolution but the business men of FRIEND REFUSES TO
the city are pleased at the action
BE BEGGAR; FATAL
taken as they want the sugar factory
FIGHT FOLLOWS
located in the city. The land which
Mr. Hand wished to secure comprises
Philadelphia, Ta., March 10. Be
fully 15,000 acres.
cause his friend of many years refused
to go out begging with ' him, John
Stouns, 46 years old, started a fight
ALLEGED FORGER
with Harry Wentzell, 45 years old,
and was himself beaten and kicked to
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SPAIN
Bafceloniá, March ib.Tlié " train
bearing King Alfonso and his suite
arrived here at 9:25 ' this morning.
The royal party was met by the city
officials and a hearty welcome was
given his majesty.
,
An immense throng surrounded the
depot, but wche kept at a respectful
distance by the police and militia.
Captain Linares, commander of the
Catalonia .province was in personal
charge of the troops.
Over fifty men of Scotland Yard,
England's famous government detective ngency, "have, been in the city for
nearly three weeks.'' Beside the military nearly .5,000 special police have
been brought from cities in northern
Spain, and it is the opinion of the authorities that it will be 'impossible" for.
assassins to approach near enough to
his majesty to dp him any harm. .
The trip from, Madrid was unevent
ful. .Preceding the royal train was an
engine with one coach bearing .picked
carbineers. This .was followed by an
extra train half an hour' later having
the same number of coaches as the
royal train and being an exact dupli
sp
and
cate of "the train bearlflgf-Alfonhis- - party. i
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DUEF'S TRIAL OPENS TODAY
San Francisco. March 10. Superior
Judge Láwlor today set Wednesday
the day for beginning the trial of
Abraham Ruéf on the indictment, ac- simr him of bribing former Super
visor Daniel G." Coleman to Vote to
grant a trolley franchise to the Uni1 '
'
ted Railroads.

was done.

MILLIONAIRE, LOSING
' FORTUNE, RETURNS TO
t
New York, March 10. Fire early
BAR TO EARN BREAD today practically destroyed a building
at, 41 West Seventeenth street, which
South Bend;' Ind., March ib. Mil- ran through to 38 West Eighteenth
ton Detch, formerly well Icnown io street, near Sixth avenue, in the heart
Indiana, has been reduced ' from a of the shopping district. ' Adjoining
man of millions to a man with onlj buildings were somewhat ' damaged
a few thousand dollars because of un- and for a time it. looked as if the
;
profitable ventures,
fire might reach some of the big deLeaving Indiana for Nevada, he partment stores in
ixth avenue.
piled up ú fortune 'of $3,000,000 in None of them suffered, however, exmining ventures. ; A desire to double cept for the breaking of windows,
the fortune brought on his failure. - cracked by the heaf of the 'fire. The
Detch is now practicing his profes- loss is estimated at from 80,000 to
sion as a lawyer, but he says that dis- $125,000.
.
couragement is not his, and that withPittsburg, March 10 Eight firein a few years he will again make a
men were injured and the business
rich strike.
section of Wilkinsburg, an adjoining
suburb, damaged to the extent of
$125,000 by fire
today. Assistance
was sent from this city.
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CONVICTS

IN MUTINY
.Pontiac, 111., 'March 10. A desperate rush of, 700 mutinous convicts for
the wall which stands' between them
and liberty took' place 'at the state
reformatory 'yesterday. The guards
put up a stubborn fight and' the ringleaders, all Chicago criminals, were
herded into the top" gallery.' There,
on a narrow platform forty feet from
the main ' floor, they fought until fi
nally quelled. Half a dozen guards
and as many prisoners were injured
' '
J'
in the fight.
.
Proof of a well outlined plot to ov
erthrow the guards and free the 1,200
prisoners was discovered by the insti
tution officials. An ' effort will be
made to seek' out the other ring
leaders and prevent further ' plans
from materialising.
.
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Austin. Texas. March 10. Gover
nor Campbell was .informed today ojf
a "very orderly" lynching in Nava-sot- a
county. A negro who attemnted
to kill and rpb a white man was cap-- .
(tured after a chase of seve'ral, miles
and .lodged in the Navasota county
,
jail.
,
According .'to .the sheriff, a crowd
of citizens took the negro from he
jail and hanged him to the nearest
teleeranh Dole. Not ' a word was
spoken after the, negro was dead.
The crowd silently dispersed and
went to their homes.
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The Citizen contains all tbe tatast
1
telegraph and local news.
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